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Introduction

Until recently, the US social enterprise landscape was marked by the regular introduction of state legislation authorizing new forms and amendments to existing forms. However, in the past two years, only three states attempted to enact new social enterprise legislation, and none successfully passed. Furthermore, there has been a significant slowdown in updates to existing legislation.

While legislative interest in enacting new social enterprise forms has slowed, debate around the role of social enterprises and their relation to corporate purpose has grown. Consumers and shareholders alike increasingly are demanding that corporations move “toward a broader stakeholder-driven model.”

Owing to these shifting priorities, the 2021 and 2022 proxy seasons saw the first shareholder proposals calling for companies to convert to Delaware’s public benefit corporation (PBC) form. Most company proxy statements opposed conversion, and institutional investors generally have not supported PBC conversion initiatives unless these initiatives are management- and board-led, which is reflected in the single-digit percentage support received by almost all PBC conversion-related proposals. Ultimately, these proxy contests have raised questions around the role of social enterprises and whether they are necessary as an alternative to traditional corporate forms.

This report, the sixth in the series, describes recent trends in social enterprise law. Additionally, the report highlights recent proxy contests related to the social enterprise forms and the ensuing pushback. Finally, the report analyzes the relationship between social enterprise law and broader ESG concerns.

3. On the other hand, shareholder proposals addressing stakeholder interests, such as those calling for companies to adopt greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets, have garnered between 30 percent and 40 percent support in recent proxy seasons. See discussion infra section “Proxy Contests and ‘Purpose Proposals.’”
4. See discussion infra section “Pushback against PBCs and Stakeholder Capitalism.”
Every year the Grunin Center for Law and Social Entrepreneurship at NYU School of Law tracks legislative developments in the social enterprise field throughout the 50 states and the District of Columbia for our Social Enterprise Law Tracker.\(^5\)

The Social Enterprise Law Tracker

This mapping of state legislation is based on findings drawn from the Social Enterprise Law Tracker. Designed as a comprehensive online resource for legal practitioners and researchers, the Social Enterprise Law Tracker compiles relevant legislative actions across the United States.

Using an interactive map, the Social Enterprise Law Tracker aims to make it easy for users to see at a glance which states allow for the various social enterprise legal forms, as well as how social enterprise legislation has spread across the country from 2009 to the present day. The Social Enterprise Law Tracker is the first such tool to provide comprehensive mapping of social enterprise legislation in the United States.

The Social Enterprise Law Tracker was developed a decade ago, in 2013, by Shawn Pelsinger and Robert Esposito, both Jacobson Fellows in Law & Social Enterprise at NYU School of Law. The Social Enterprise Law Tracker is now managed and updated annually by the Grunin Center for Law and Social Entrepreneurship at NYU School of Law.\(^6\)

Overview of Different Forms

The Social Enterprise Law Tracker maps the following social enterprise legal forms: the benefit corporation (including the PBC), the social purpose corporation (SPC), the low-profit limited liability company (L3C), the benefit limited liability company (BLLC), and the statutory public benefit limited partnership (SPBLP).\(^7\)

As the graphic on page eight shows, while several states have authorized more than one form designed to house social entrepreneurial activities, the state that provides for the broadest range of social enterprise forms is Delaware, which has authorized the BLLC, PBC, and SPBLP.\(^8\)

The difference in legislative adoption by states across these various social enterprise forms may simply reflect corporate interest in particular forms over others. It is challenging, however, to make any assumptions about adoption rates by social enterprises of the various forms. Given that the majority of social enterprises are privately held, there is a lack of reliable data on active US social enterprises and the legal forms they have chosen.\(^9\)

---

5. SOCIAL ENTERPRISE LAW TRACKER, https://socentlawtracker.org/

6. GRUNIN CENTER FOR LAW AND SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP, https://www.law.nyu.edu/centers/grunin-social-entrepreneurship


8. Delaware first passed its benefit corporation legislation in 2013, BLLC (social enterprise LLC form) legislation in 2018, and SPBLP (social enterprise limited partnership form) legislation in 2019. In 2020, Delaware amended its PBC legislation to make it easier for publicly held companies to convert to the PBC form. See id. at 14. As a result, Delaware companies are increasingly converting to PBCs both before and after going public. See 2021-2022 Tepper Report, supra note 2, at 8.

9. One source estimates that there were slightly more than 2,000 active L3Cs in the US as of February 2022. Latest L3C Tally, INTERSECTOR PARTNERS, https://www.intersector3c.com/13c (last visited June 20, 2022). To put this in context, this represents a two-fold increase from approximately 1,000 L3Cs in 2014. See Kate Cooney et al., Benefit Corporation and L3C Adoption: A Survey, STAN. SOC. INNOVATION REV. (Dec. 5, 2014), https://ssr.org/articles/entry/benefit_corporation_and_l3c_adoption_a_survey
Social Enterprise Forms in the United States

For example, data on benefit corporation adoption is sparse, but more transparency may come as more publicly held companies adopt these new legal forms. Although the number of publicly held PBCs incorporated in Delaware grew from three in 2020 to 19 in 2022, there is no comprehensive quantification of privately held PBCs incorporated in Delaware.

Social Enterprise Legislation in 2022

Similar to 2021, no states in 2022 successfully enacted legislation authorizing new social enterprise forms. Mississippi was the only state to introduce legislation in 2022 authorizing a new social enterprise form—the benefit corporation—but it failed to pass this benefit corporation legislation for the sixth straight legislative session.

Although legislation relating to the social enterprise forms that are mapped in the Social Enterprise Law Tracker remained static, there was renewed legislative interest in creating social enterprise forms that reflect particular societal goals and provide specific incentives or benefits to companies engaging in advancing those goals.

In California, a proposed bill would “invest in and scale employment social enterprises [ESEs] statewide.” ESE designation is granted to social purpose corporations or benefit corporations that exhibit a demonstrated commitment to increasing access to employment. Typically, ESEs achieve this by employing population groups, such as formerly incarcerated or homeless individuals, that are experiencing barriers to entering the labor market.

The bill would build a network among California’s 200 pre-existing ESEs to finance and promote their efforts through “investment, capacity-building, and public-private partnership.”

10. Id.
15. Jobs for All: Employment Social Enterprise and Economic Mobility in the United States, Georgetown University McDonough School of Business, 6 (Jan. 2021), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f44bccc39526e68a4a2515/6/616708e95d64068bb58173/1634142456513/Jobs+for+All+Employment+Social+Enterprise+and+Economic+Mobility+in+the+United+States-compressed.pdf
Additionally, New Jersey reintroduced a bill in 2022 to create a new category of corporation called the Garden State Corporation, which provides tax credits to manufacturers within the state. Garden State Corporations that are incorporated as benefit corporations would receive nearly double the tax benefit available to companies incorporated in more traditional corporate forms, such as the C-corp.

These legislative initiatives in California and New Jersey indicate that some states are continuing to explore social enterprise legislation covering new areas and linking choices of corporate form and activities to incentives.

Summary of 2022 legislative attempts and enacted amendments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Corporate Form</th>
<th>Bill Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Establishes the California Regional Initiative for Social Enterprises Program to provide financial and technical assistance to employment social enterprises for purposes of accelerating economic mobility and inclusion for individuals that experience employment barriers</td>
<td>Referred to Appropriations; no actions since taken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Benefit Corporation</td>
<td>Changes voting threshold to convert to, or from, PBC form from a two-thirds requirement to simple majority; eliminates appraisal rights for shareholders objecting to a PBC conversion</td>
<td>Signed into law March 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Benefit Corporation</td>
<td>Establishes benefit corporation form</td>
<td>Failed to pass (6th attempt in past six years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Reintroduced bill to establish Garden State Corporation form (providing credits against the corporation business tax for Garden State Corporations that are also benefit corporations)</td>
<td>Referred to Commerce; no actions since taken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Benefit Corporation</td>
<td>Amends Title 15 to further provide for the standard of conduct for directors, benefit directors, and officers of benefit corporations18; specifies that the ownership of, or other interest in, the share of a benefit corporation does not by itself create a conflict of interest on the part of the director</td>
<td>Signed into law November 2022 (originally introduced in 2021)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. For more information on a previous version of this bill, see 2021-2022 Tepper Report, supra note 2, at 10.

18. The bill clarifies that a director’s consideration of interests beyond the benefit corporation’s shareholders is not subject to general fiduciary duty requirements under Pennsylvania corporate code. The amendment also specifies that directors of benefit corporations cannot be held personally liable in the course of performing their duties, regardless of whether the corporation’s bylaws include a provision eliminating personality liability, but provides for an exception if a director’s actions constitute willful misconduct or recklessness or involve self-dealing. H.B. 2057, Gen. Assemb. Reg. Sess. (Pa. 2022).
Current Social Enterprise Landscape

2022 Trends

U.S. Social Enterprise Landscape, 2022

- SPBLP: 1
- SPC: 4
- BLLC: 5
- L3C: 8
- Benefit Corporation: 41

Benefit Corporation Bill Passage Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Bills Introduced</th>
<th>Bills Passed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparison of State Social Enterprise and ESG Legislation

**ESG Posture**
- Pro
- Anti
- Mixed
- None

**Number of Social Enterprise Forms**
- One
- Two
- Three

Map of the United States showing states with different ESG postures and the number of social enterprise forms.
Legislating ESG and Social Enterprise

There has been a growing focus by the public and corporations on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) concerns in recent years. Some state governments have embraced this trend and are implementing policies to promote ESG investing, while others have pushed back against it. Both social enterprise legislation and ESG policy often are associated with the debate around corporate purpose and stakeholder capitalism.

To understand the links between state initiatives in advancing social enterprise legislation and state initiatives designed to encourage (or discourage) ESG investing, we analyzed the number of authorized social enterprise forms within “pro-ESG” states, as compared to “anti-ESG” states. We considered “pro-ESG” and “anti-ESG” states as defined by the law firm Ropes & Gray, which has been tracking state-led ESG initiatives. We found that pro-ESG states have authorized an average of 1.5 social enterprise forms, anti-ESG states have an average of 1.0 forms, and mixed or no-stance states have an average of 1.1 forms. Additionally, of the four states that have introduced or passed legislation encouraging companies to incorporate under these social enterprise forms, three states have pro-ESG postures and one is mixed.

What we don’t know is the actual adoption/conversion rate of corporations into social enterprise forms in these states. We know only how many forms of social enterprises have been authorized by states. With that caveat, our preliminary analysis demonstrates that there is at least a slight correlation between states with a pro-ESG posture and a greater number of social enterprise forms. Moving forward, pro-ESG states may attempt to enact new social enterprise forms or, more likely, continue to explore legislation that encourages corporations to incorporate under, or convert to, existing social enterprise forms.

On the other hand, it is also possible that anti-ESG states will consider repealing their social enterprise legislation. While nearly 80 percent of the anti-ESG states we identified have enacted at least one social enterprise form, most of these states authorized their social enterprise forms in 2015 or earlier, prior to the trend in backlash against ESG policies. Therefore, a next step for these states in challenging ESG could be a reevaluation of social enterprise legislation. It will be interesting to see how ESG policies and social enterprise legislation continue to dovetail or diverge in the coming years.

23. As of the end of 2022, 13 states have enacted two or more social enterprise forms, 30 states have enacted one form, and seven states have no social enterprise forms.
24. State categorization as pro- or anti-ESG is based on “Navigating State Regulation of ESG Investments,” ROPEs & GRAY, https://www.ropegray.com/en/navigating-state-regulation-of-eg-7 “Pro” states include those with announced policies or enacted legislation promoting ESG investing. “Anti” states include those with announced policies or enacted legislation restricting or prohibiting ESG investing. “Mixed” states include those with both pro- and anti-ESG policies or legislation.
25. This includes legislation that attempts to increase awareness of social enterprise forms or provides tax benefits or other financial incentives to social enterprises. The four states with this type of legislation are Hawaii (introduced legislation in 2020 to study potential tax breaks and provide other support to benefit corporations), Maine (enacted legislation in 2021 to promote public awareness of benefit corporations), New Jersey (introduced legislation in 2020 and 2022 to provide tax credits to benefit corporations), and Pennsylvania (introduced legislation in 2021 to provide discounted interest rates on loans to benefit corporations).
26. To date, there has been only one state that has repealed social enterprise legislation: North Carolina repealed their L3C law in 2014.
27. The most recent anti-ESG states to authorize a new social enterprise form are Oklahoma in 2019 and Kentucky in 2017.
Pushback against PBCs and Stakeholder Capitalism

Proxy Contests and ‘Purpose Proposals’

Similar to the anti-ESG policies implemented in some states, another area where the role of corporations is under debate is in corporate proxy contests. In 2022, out of 562 total ESG proposals, 28 were anti-ESG, double the number from 2021. These proposals targeted issues such as company DEI policies, climate resolutions, and corporate transparency. However, anti-ESG proposals received, on average, less than 3 percent support in 2022, compared to greater than 30 percent support for pro-ESG proposals.

Unlike ESG proxy proposals, those related to social enterprises have solely involved attempts to convert to the PBC form. The 2021 proxy season marked the introduction of PBC conversion proposals. That year, 18 proposals were introduced, and all but one received less than 4 percent support. Not by coincidence, most of the PBC conversion proposals were aimed at Delaware companies whose CEOs signed the Business Roundtable Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation, such as Apple, Citigroup, and Chevron. The stated purpose of some of these proposals was to hold the companies accountable for the commitments made in the BRT Statement. In their statements opposing these proposals, most companies countered that the change in corporate form was unnecessary because they already consider stakeholder interests in their operations. Additionally, many argued that there was too much uncertainty around the PBC model, and that implementing a conversion would be too costly.

Following the initial enthusiasm for introducing these proposals, 2022 experienced a steep tapering-off in PBC conversion proposals. In this year, more shareholder proposals went to a vote, due in part to new SEC guidance that required more proposals be included by issuers. Pro-ESG volume increased, and the number of passing proposals was in line with 2021. However, only three PBC conversion proposals were filed in 2022. This is likely due to the relative lack of success of PBC conversion proposals in the prior year.

30. Id.
32. To date, there have been no proxy proposals to convert an existing PBC back to a traditional corporate form.
34. Yelp received the most support, with nearly 12 percent of votes cast in favor of conversion. Rosati, supra note 28.
38. Id.
40. Rosati, supra note 28.
41. Apple, JPMorgan, and Walgreens.
Due to the limited support for PBC conversion proposals, some academics have questioned their applicability and predict a shift within proxy battles to focusing on traditional disclosures related to societal or stakeholder issues. While these concerns are legitimate, the uncertainty surrounding the PBC model may diminish in the coming years if a growing number of companies go public as PBCs or convert into the form.

**PBC Pushback: Meta Litigation**

Meta Platforms Inc. (as Facebook) (called here “Meta”) was targeted in the initial wave of PBC conversion shareholder proposals in 2021. The proposal to convert Meta received only 1 percent support, and there was no renewed proxy push to convert Meta in 2022.

In October 2022, James McRitchie, a stockholder of Meta, filed a class action on behalf of other diversified stockholders against Meta, Mark Zuckerberg, and eight Board directors. The complaint alleged that Meta’s directors breached their fiduciary duties when they led the company in a manner that prioritized stockholders with highly concentrated investments in Meta while disadvantaging those with diversified portfolios, even though the directors’ actions increased Meta’s share price and bottom line.

In its motion to dismiss, Meta argued that its only fiduciary duties were to stockholders in their capacity as shareholders of Meta, and that it had no responsibility to protect their stockholders’ interests in other companies. Although this was Meta’s primary defense, Meta went a step further, arguing in effect that because Meta was not incorporated as a PBC under Delaware law, it was not legally obligated to consider the interests of diversified shareholders in other companies.

The PBC argument made by Meta in this ongoing lawsuit seems likely to fuel the worries of those who warned that the development of distinct new corporate forms created to house social entrepreneurial activities and/or respond to broader stakeholder interests might corrode (overly narrow) the purpose of those companies that choose to incorporate or remain incorporated in more conventional corporate forms. This “corrosion critique” points out that the development of statutes like those authorizing benefit corporations could create a mistaken impression that companies organized in more conventional corporate forms must focus on profit maximization to the exclusion of other broader societal interests. Meta may not be the only company to justify a profit-maximization purpose by referencing its choice of corporate form.

42. Professor Jill Fisch cites the same concerns expressed by companies opposing PBC conversion to explain this lack of support: market uncertainty, legal uncertainty, regulatory uncertainty, and costs of implementation. Fisch, supra note 36, at 16.

43. Id. at 26.


46. Id. at 3-4, 9.


48. Brett McDonnell, of the University of Minnesota Law School, attempts to resolve this as a mistaken impression of social enterprise legislation, commenting, “If benefit corporations are useful, it is because they offer social enterprises a way to brand themselves by committing to the pursuit of stakeholder interests, not because they simply enable companies to consider those interests.” See Brett McDonnell, “The Corrosion Critique of Benefit Corporations,” 101 B.U. L. Rev. 1421 (2021).
The year 2022 was marked by the continued absence of new social enterprise legislation. This trend was accompanied by corporate responses to proxy contests that brought to light questions about the role of social enterprises. These statements echoed the discourse by some academics about the potential harm separate social enterprise forms could inflict on the ‘stakeholder capitalism’ model of traditional corporations. Overall, social enterprise issues are being considered against the backdrop of a broader debate around ESG.

As the number of publicly held PBCs continues to grow, the debate around the purpose social enterprises serve is not likely to dissipate. Traditional companies are also unlikely to suddenly support conversion after consistent opposition during recent proxy seasons. These conflicts raise interesting questions about the future role of social enterprise forms. Does their presence restrain the ability of traditional corporations to consider wider stakeholder interests? Will traditional corporations justify a narrow focus on their own shareholders through board decisions not to convert or incorporate as a PBC? These issues are starting to be considered in litigation like McRitchie’s Meta lawsuit.

Additionally, how will state legislators react to the debate around corporate purpose? Will there be an increase in social enterprise legislation in states that support ESG concerns? Or conversely, will those states avoid endorsing separate social enterprise forms due to concerns around the “corrosion critique”? Finally, will those states opposed to ESG investing explore repeals to existing legislation that authorizes social enterprise forms?
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